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May, 1918
His Majesty the KING has been graciously
pleased to award the Victoria Cross to the
undermentioned Officers of the Royal Air
Force, for services displaying outstanding
bravery: —
Lt. Alan Jerrard, Royal Air Force (formerly of the South Staffordshire Regiment)
When on an offensive patrol with two
other officers he attacked five enemy aeroplanes and shot one down in flames, following it down to within one hundred feet of
the ground.
He then attacked an enemy aerodrome
from a height of only fifty feet from the
ground, and, engaging single-handed some
nineteen machines, which were either landing or attempting to take off, succeeded
in destroying one of them, which crashed
on the aerodrome. A large number of
machines then attacked him, and whilst thus
fully occupied "he observed that one of the
pilots of his patrol was in difficulties. - He"
went immediately to bis assistance, .-regard-

less oi his own personal safety, and
destroyed a third enemy machine.
Fresh enemy aeroplanes continued to rise
from the aerodrome, which he attacked one
after another, and only retreated, still
engaged with five enemy machines, when
ordered to do so by his patrol leader
Although apparently wounded, this very
gallant officer turned repeatedly, and
attacked
single-handed the
pursuing
machines, until he was eventually overwhelmed by numbers and driven to the
ground
Lt. Jerrard had greatly distinguished
himself on four previous occasions, within a
period of twenty-three days, in destroying
enemy machines, displaying bravery and
ability of the very highest order

2nd Lt Alan Arnett McLeod, Royal Air
Force
Whilst -flying with his observer (Lt, A
W.'Hammond, M C.), attacking hostile for, mations by bombs and machine-gun fire, he

